This mark is representative of my personality and design style. It is playful while remaining put together and professional. The bright colors paired with the cursive letters encourage a young and adaptive style. The typeface beyond the cursive letters is simple while remaining elegant.
Insight Sourcing Group is a management consulting group based in Atlanta, GA. ISG works with large corporate companies to aid in hiring and managing new employees. The lettermark was created with under the concept of multiple individuals coming together to create one unit. This is achieved with the individual letters working together to create one form and the visual of addition.
World Hunger Relief Inc. is a non-profit organization based in Waco, TX. The organization serves to remove hunger both directly in their backyard and around the world. They seek to do this by honoring the land and teaching others how to farm wisely. This annual report reflects this mission through the theme of being rooted in the Lord and his call on our life.
OUR ROOTS

Throughout our history in ...
nourishing people, communities, and the land
Dented Corners is a refurbished furniture store owned by two sisters in Minnesota. They find vintage furniture and decorations and seek to make them as good as new again. The lettermark was made to reflect the worn look of wood type, resembling the dented corners of refurbished furniture.

Dented Corners

Source Sans Variable Regular
ABCDEFHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890

Source Sans Variable Bold
ABCDEFHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890
Clink! as a brand seeks to dismantle the idea that you need alcohol to have a good time. Recognizing a gap in the non-alcoholic beverage market, the brand wants to provide a fun alternative for all to enjoy without any of the consequences. The design was inspired by the cocktail club movement with the idea of creating a brand that invites consumers into the family.
Pride and Prejudice, The Great Gatsby, and The Giver, are three generations of classic books that are often read in high schools. The books all have very different storylines, but they all successfully grip their readers. The designs for these books all reflect the individual storylines and some of the main symbolism each book carries.
THE GREAT GATSBY
E. SCOTT FITZGERALD

PRIDE AND PREJUDICE
JANE AUSTEN

THE GIVER
LOIS LOWRY
Winter Park Ski Resort in Colorado is a resort that keeps the mountain open as late as the snow will let them. When closing weekend inevitably comes however, they like to go out with a bang. This culminates in a weekend of skiing in costumes and is closed out with a pond skim. This poster was designed to advertise the events of the pond skim and get people excited to go out with a splash.
MAKE A SPLASH

WINTER PARK CLOSING POND SKIM

APRIL 23, 2023
10:00 AM - 4:00 PM
Champion Card Company is a card game company that creates a variety of card deck styles. Their goal is for people to never quit of sitting around a table with friends, an intense card game afoot. This set is the Venture collection, a set of decks that reflects the different national parks and the scenery of each.
VENTURE
YELLOWSTONE

VENTURE
ARCES

VENTURE OUT

Nothing beats a night with El Capitan in view and the sound of the birds chirping around you with a good card game afoot. Play to win or play for the memories, but be sure to always have a deck on hand for your adventures.
Quinn XCII is an indie/pop musician. He has been making music since he was in college in 2015 and has come a long way since his first album, Change of Scenery. His fifth album is an ode to his first, titled Change of Scenery II, and includes songs that reflect how far he has come as an artist and a person. This concert poster represents a postcard, sending updates on the journey of Quinn’s career so far.
WE MADE THIS ALBUM IN NEWPORT / DISTRACTED YOUTH / MY WIFE & 2 DOGS / SOS / HEY, GOODBYE DORIS TERRACE / STAY NEXT TO ME / MEXICO CITY MONDAY MORNING / WE DON’T TALK ENOUGH / FEEL SOMETHING / LOOK HOW FAR WE’VE COME

CHANGE OF SCENERY II

JUNE 5TH AT THE ARMORY!

QUINN XCI

500 S SIXTH ST.
MINNEAPOLIS, MN
55415
The Empress of Ft. Worth

Anne Bass, also known as the empress of Ft. Worth, was a wealthy woman who while she struggled personally in relationships, sought to do well with her money. She supported the arts greatly, making large contributions to both museums and the ballet in Ft. Worth. While many adored her publicly, this article takes a closer look into her home life and the face behind all the glamour.
THE 
EMPERESS 
OF 
FT. WORTH

Anne Bass married into a billion dollar family. With it she set out to create a perfect life, and almost succeeded.

By John Davidson

From a series of portraits of Anne Bass' family by Andy Warhol, displayed at the Zinneman Art Museum.